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Abstract—This paper proposes a data-driven affinely ad-
justable distributionally robust method for unit commitment
considering uncertain load and renewable generation forecast-
ing errors. The proposed formulation minimizes expected total
operation costs, including the costs of generation, reserve, wind
curtailment and load shedding, while guarantees the system
security. Without any presumption about the probability distri-
bution of the uncertainties, the proposed method constructs an
ambiguity set of distributions using historical data and immunizes
the operation strategies against the worst-case distribution in
the ambiguity set. The more historical data is available, the
smaller the ambiguity set is and the less conservative the solution
is. The formulation is finally cast into a mixed integer linear
programming whose scale remains unchanged as the amount
of historical data increases. Numerical results and Monte Carlo
simulations on the 118- and 1888-bus systems demonstrate the
favorable features of the proposed method.
Index Terms—unit commitment, distributionally robust opti-
mization, chance constraints, uncertainty, ambiguity
NOMENCLATURE
B,L, T Set of all buses, lines and time periods.
Gb Set of all generators at bus b.
SU bi /SD
b
i Start-up/shut-down costs of unit i at bus b.
F bi (·) Cost function of unit i at bus b.
Rb,upi /R
b,dn
i Upward/downward reserve availability price of
unit i at bus b.
Qb,upi /Q
b,dn
i Upward/downward reserve procurement price
of unit i at bus b.
Cls/Cwc Penalty price of load shedding / wind curtail-
ment.
MU bi /MD
b
i Minimum up/down time of unit i at bus b.
RU bi /RD
b
i Ramp up/down rate limit of unit i at bus b.
RU
b
i /RD
b
i Start-up ramp-up / shut-down ramp-down rate
limit of unit i at bus b.
Lbi /U
b
i Output power lower/upper bound of unit i at
bus b.
Cl Capacity of transmission line l.
Kbl Load shift factor from bus b to line l.
wbit Binary decision variable: “1” if unit i at bus b
is on in time t; “0” otherwise.
ubit Binary decision variable: “1” if unit i at bus b
is started up in time t; “0” otherwise.
vbit Binary decision variable: “1” if unit i at bus b
is shut down in time t; “0” otherwise.
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xbit AGC setting point of unit i at bus b in time t.
abit AGC participation factor of unit i at bus b in
time t.
rb,upit Upward reserve of unit i at bus b in time t.
rb,dnit Downward reserve of unit i at bus b in time t.
p˜bit Uncertain actual power output of unit i at bus
b in time t.
l˜bt Uncertain composite load at bus b in time t.
lˆbt Forecasted composite load at bus b in time t.
P A probability measure/distribution.
EP Expectation respect to probability measure P.
P0(S) Set of all probability measures with support S.
IS(·) Indicator function of set S, i.e. IS(x) = 1
when x ∈ S and 0 otherwise.
(x)+ max{x, 0}.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unit Commitment (UC) aims at reducing costs and im-
proving reliability by optimal scheduling and dispatching
generation units. Integration of intermittent renewable energy
and market-driven operation have brought uncertainties to both
generation and demand sides. It is, therefore, necessary to
incorporate uncertainties into UC. Vast literatures are devoted
to the stochastic optimization for UC [1]. Among all the
methods proposed so far, the stochastic programming (SP) and
the robust optimization (RO) attract the most attention.
SP approach assumes operational uncertainties follow pre-
defined probability distributions which can be learned from
historical data. The objective is to minimize the expectation of
generation costs. Since continuous distributions are usually nu-
merically intractable, they are replaced by discrete scenarios.
Hence the objective becomes minimizing the weighted-average
generation costs over parallel scenarios for two-stage problems
[2], [3] or a scenario tree for multi-stage problems [4]–[6].
The solution quality of SP relies on the representativeness
of selected scenarios. Monte Carlo simulation based method
is usually employed to generate scenarios [3], [6]. A huge
number of scenarios are often required to comprehensively
represent the underlying stochastic nature [7], which results in
prohibitively high computational burden [1], [7]. Therefore, SP
is often equipped with scenario reduction methods to control
computational complexity [6], [7]. However, the dilemma
between quality and complexity of scenarios always exists.
In contrast to SP, RO does not require any probabilistic
information of the uncertainties. Instead, randomness is rep-
resented by a deterministic uncertainty set containing worst-
case scenarios. The objective is minimizing the worst-case
2costs regarding all possible realizations of the uncertainty set.
The two-stage adaptive optimization framework has been the
subject of many contributions [8]–[10]. One difficulty appears
in this framework is that the robust counterpart of the second-
stage problem is bilinear and non-convex. This bilinear prob-
lem can be either solved by the outer approximation method
[8] (only local optimality is guaranteed) or rewritten into a
mixed integer linear program (MILP) using the big-M method
[9], [10] (under some assumptions on the uncertainty set [10])
and solved by generic MILP solvers. Although RO provides
security against the worst-case scenario, it may also yield over-
conservative solutions resulting from the sheer ignorance of
underlying probabilistic information. Paper [11] proposes a
UC formulation combining SP and RO to melt the bright sides
of both approaches.
Note that the SP assumes the underlying probability dis-
tribution of uncertainties to be precisely known, whereas
RO ignores the probabilistic information. In practice, the
probability distribution truly exists but must be estimated from
historical data and is, therefore, itself uncertain. To better
modeling and tackling uncertainties, in several very recent
studies, distributionally robust optimization (DRO) has been
introduced to power system optimization problems including
unit commitment [12], [13], energy reverse dispatch [14], [15],
reverse scheduling [16], [17] and DC optimal power flow [18],
[19]. DRO assumes that the true probability distribution of
uncertain parameters lies in an ambiguity set (of probability
distributions) and immunizes the operation strategies against
all distributions in the ambiguity set. Different ways to con-
struct the ambiguity set leads to different DRO approaches
with the different degree of conservatism and computational
efficiency. Paper [12] adopted a scenario-based approach
where the random variable representing wind generation is
assumed to have finite support. Statistical inference technique
is employed to construct ambiguity sets for the discrete
distributions. This method is data-driven and more data leads
to the less conservative solution. Other papers assume that the
random variables have continuous distributions. In [13], the
support of a one-dimensional random variable is partitioned
into several segments, and the ambiguity set imposes an upper
bound for the expectation in each segment. As the number
of segments increases, the probability distribution can be
characterized with more details. The ambiguity sets employed
in [14]–[17], [19] are the sets of all probability distributions
with given mean and covariance. Paper [15] further assumes
unimodality to reduce conservatism, and reference [19] further
considers the uncertainties of mean and covariance. Different
from all others, paper [18], [20] assumes the distribution type
is known as a priori while the mean and covariance are subject
to uncertainties. To clear the jungle of ambiguity sets, we raise
four criteria to judge the quality of ambiguity sets.
1) Tractability: DRO problems are reformulated as determin-
istic optimization problems to be solved by numerical
methods. The numerical tractability of the corresponding
deterministic problems decides the solvability and practica-
bility of the DRO approach. Therefore, the designed ambi-
guity set must allow a tractable and efficient reformulation
of the DRO problems. For example, the DRO problems
in [12], [13] are reformulated as (mixed integer) linear
programmings (LP) whereas those in [14]–[17], [19] are
reformulated as semidefinite programmings (SDP). LP is
much more tractable than SDP.
2) Statistical Foundation: Is there a sound statistical foundation
for determining the parameters of the ambiguity set? For
instance, the ambiguity set in [12] is based on the statistical
inference which guarantees that the ambiguity set contains
the true distribution with given confidence level. In con-
trast, no theory is provided in [13] to guide the parameter
selection.
3) Scalability: How does the computational burden change
when encoding more detailed probabilistic information in
the ambiguity set? For example, the numbers of decision
variables and constraints of the deterministic reformulations
grow linearly with the number of bins in [12] and the
number of segments in [13].
4) Data-exploiting Ability: Can the ambiguity set become
smaller when more historical data is available? Intuitively,
the more data we have, the more accurate we can de-
duce about the underlying true distribution, which leads
to smaller ambiguity set. DRO with smaller ambiguity
set results in the less conservative solution. Such data-
exploiting ability is evident in the ambiguity set in [12].
This paper discusses a data-driven affinely adjustable dis-
tributionally robust unit commitment (AA-DRUC). The con-
tribution is twofold. Firstly, we propose a novel ambiguity set
based on a non-parametric confidence band of the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the random variable. Secondly,
assuming the generation units respond affinely to the total
forecasting error of renewable generation, we present a UC
problem formulation that minimizes the expected operation
costs corresponding to the worst-case distribution in the
proposed ambiguity set while explicitly considers spinning
reserve, wind curtailment, and load shedding. Distributionally
robust chance constraints are employed to guarantee reserve
and transmission adequacy. The proposed method possesses
the following features:
1) The problem is finally formulated as a mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) for which off-the-shelf solvers are
available. (tractability)
2) All parameters in the ambiguity set are automatically ob-
tained through non-parametric inference. (statistical founda-
tion)
3) The method is data-driven in the sense that no prior knowl-
edge about the probability distribution of the uncertainties
is needed and the historical data is directly incorporated in
the solution process. The more historical data is available,
the less conservative the solution is. (data-exploiting ability)
4) The scale of the MILP remains unchanged as the amount
of historical data and the number of uncertain renewable
sources increase. (scalability)
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the ambiguity set constructed from confidence
band of CDF. Section III presents the problem formulation
and solution approach of the AA-DRUC. Case studies are
3reported in section IV. Finally, we draw the conclusion and
make discussion in section V.
II. AMBIGUITY SET FOR UNIVARIATE DISTRIBUTION
Consider a one-dimensional random variable ξ whose prob-
ability distribution is unknown whereas sample set S is avail-
able. The ambiguity set P is a set of probability distributions
consistent with observed sample set S. P should have the
following desired properties: 1) P contains the underlying
true probability distribution; 2) to reduce conservatism, P
can be made as small as possible by incorporating more
observed data; 3) the structure of P allows the reformulation
of distributionally robust optimization problems into tractable
deterministic problems. In this section, we provide one ap-
proach to construct the ambiguity set P with above properties
based on confidence bands for cumulative distribution function
(CDF) from non-parametric statistics.
Let F (x) = P∗{ξ ≤ x} be the CDF of true distribu-
tion P∗. The 1 − α confidence bands for F (x) is a pair
of sample-dependent functions P (x) and P (x) for which
P (x) ≤ F (x) ≤ P (x), ∀x ∈ R with probability 1 − α over
the choice of sample set S. Deriving finite sample confidence
bands of CDF is a basic problem in non-parametric statistics
[21]. The most widely used method is based on Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) statistic [21], but the bands obtained by KS
test are well-known to be unfavorably wide in the tails of
the distribution. Recently, the Dirichlet method provides even
sensitivity in different parts of the distribution and the closed-
form approximation formula given in [22] make this method
commendably easy to use. We summarize the method from
[22] in the following Lemma.
Lemma 1 ( [22]): Let S = {ξˆ(1), ξˆ(2), · · · , ξˆ(n)} be the
ascendingly ordered sample set of random variable ξ gen-
erated independently according to true distribution P∗ with
continuous CDF F (x). Bαk,n denotes the α-quantile of the
β(k, n + 1 − k) distribution. For given n and α, define
p
k
= B
α˜/2
k,n and pk = B
1−α˜/2
k,n where
α˜ = exp
(
−c1(α)− c2(α)
√
ln[ln(n)]− c3(α)[ln(n)]c4(α)
)
(1)
with c1(α) = −2.75 − 1.04ln(α), c2(α) = 4.76 − 1.20α,
c3(α) = 1.15− 2.39α, and c4(α) = −3.96 + 1.72α0.171. Add
ξˆ(0) = −∞ and ξˆ(n+1) =∞ to the ascending sequence of the
sample set S, and define p
0
= 0 and pn+1 = 1. Then
P (x) = max{p
k
: ξˆ(k) ≤ x} (2)
P (x) = min{pk : ξˆ(k) ≤ x} (3)
are the 1− α confidence bands for F (x).
The underlying principle for Lemma 1 is that the spac-
ings F (ξˆ(1)), F (ξˆ(2)) − F (ξˆ(1)),· · · , F (ξˆ(n)) − F (ξˆ(n−1))
are random variable having n-variate Dirichlet distribution
D(1, · · · , 1; 1) if S is independently sampled from an identical
continuous distribution. Equivalently, the random variables
F (ξˆ(1)), F (ξˆ(2)), · · · , F (ξˆ(n)) follow the ordered n-variate
Dirichlet distribution D∗(1, · · · , 1; 1). Then marginal distribu-
tions are F (ξˆ(k)) ∼ β(k, n+1−k), for k = 1, · · · , n. Finally,
the ordered Dirichlet distribution D∗(1, · · · , 1; 1) determines
the point-wise 1− α˜(α, n) coverage of F (ξˆ(k)) that yields the
overall 1−α coverage of the CDF. Goldman and Kaplan gives
the close-form approximation formula (1) for the mapping
α˜(α, n) through extensive simulations [22].
Therefore, given sample set S and significance level 1−α,
the confidence bands of CDF can be readily computed using
Lemma 1. α is generally set to be equal to or smaller than 0.1
in engineering practice, and it is set to be 0.05 in this paper.
Note that P (x) and P (x) have the following properties: 1)
they are stair-step functions that take values p
k
and pk at ξˆ
(k),
respectively; 2) the empirical CDF Fˆ (x) = 1n
∑n
i=1 I{ξˆ(i)≤x}
is lower and upper bounded by P (x) and P (x), i.e. P (x) ≤
Fˆ (x) ≤ P (x); 3) as the size of the sample set n → ∞,
sup|P (x) − P (x)| → 0. In other words, P (x) and P (x)
represent the reliable information that can be extracted from
finite samples and the information becomes more and more
accurate as the size of the sample set grows. Fig. 1 illustrates
the evolution of the obtained CDF confidence bands as the
size of the sample set increases.
Note that confidence bands for CDF do not contain the
support information of the random variable. We further in-
troduce Devroye-Wise method [23] to estimate the support
[ξ, ξ]. Define δ = max
2≤i≤n
|ξˆ(i+1) − ξˆ(i)|. It is suggested in [24]
to choose [ξ, ξ] = [ξˆ(1) − δ/2, ξˆ(n) + δ/2] which is proved to
converge to the true support in probability.
Based on the confidence bands for CDF and the estimated
support, the ambiguity set P employed in this paper takes the
form
P =
{
P ∈ P0([ξ, ξ])
∣∣∣P[ξ ≤ ξˆ(k)] ∈ [p
k
, pk], k = 1, · · · , n
}
(4)
where P0([ξ, ξ]) denotes the set of all probability measures
whose supports are the interval [ξ, ξ]. The proposed structure
of ambiguity P is designed to encode the information from
confidence bands for CDF and does not assume any prior
knowledge about the distribution type. Due to the convergence
property of the confidence bands shown in Fig. 1, the ambigu-
ity set P is made smaller and smaller by incorporating more
and more historical data. Moreover, the structure defined in
(4) allows very efficient reformulation of distrituionally robust
optimization problems, which will be analyzed in section III.
Compared with uncertainty set used in RO, ambiguity set is
a set of probability distributions (measures) while uncertainty
set is a set of possible realizations of the random variable.
Analogous to RO which considers the worst-cast realization
in the uncertainty set, the proposed DRO considers the worst-
case distribution in the ambiguity set.
III. AFFINELY ADJUSTABLE DISTRIBUTIONALLY ROBUST
UNIT COMMITMENT
A. Feasible Set
The constraints for the binary commitment variables are as
follows: ∀i ∈ Gb,∀b ∈ B,∀t ∈ T
− wbi(t−1) + wbit − wbik ≤ 0,
∀k ∈ [t+ 1,min{t+MU bi − 1, T}] (5)
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Fig. 1. Confidence bands of CDF constructed from 200, 2000 and 20000 samples of the random variable.
wbi(t−1) − wbit + wbik ≤ 1,
∀k ∈ [t+ 1,min{t+MDbi − 1, T}] (6)
− wbi(t−1) + wbit − ubit ≤ 0 (7)
wbi(t−1) − wbit − vbit ≤ 0 (8)
wbit, u
b
it, v
b
it ∈ {0, 1} (9)
where constraints (5) and (6) represent the minimum up-time
and minimum down-time restrictions, and constraints (7) and
(8) indicate the relationship between on/off status and start
up/down operations.
As for the continuous dispatch problem, we adopt the
affinely adjustable approach [20], [25]–[28], i.e. the actual
power outputs of generators respond affinely to the total
forecasting error of composite loads:
p˜bit = x
b
it + a
b
it
∑
b∈B
(l˜bt − lˆbt ) (10)
where xbit is the generator setting point and a
b
it is the generator
participation factor in response to the total difference between
uncertain composite load l˜bt and its forecast value lˆ
b
t . This
affine policy has its own limitations. First, the affine policy is
only a conservative approximation to the optimal recourse ac-
tion. Second, only system-level probabilistic information is ex-
ploited. However, it possesses some indispensable advantages
as follows. 1) Tractability: the robust counterparts of affinely
adjustable approach is usually tractable convex problems
whereas those of fully adjustable approach are non-convex
problems. 2) Scalability: due to such aggregated treatment
with uncertainties, we only need to consider a one-dimensional
rather than high-dimensional random variable in each time
period. Therefore, the computation burden does not increase
with the number of uncertain sources; moreover, thanks to the
designed ambiguity set and the related reformulation technique
discussed later, the computation burden remains unchanged
when using more historical data. 3) Practicability: due to the
system operators ability to aggregate uncertainty across all
renewable sources, the system-wide forecast is much more
accurate. System-wide wind and load prediction is usually
used for day-ahead generation scheduling in practice. In addi-
tion, affinely adjustable approach is directly compatible with
automatic generation control (AGC) systems where generators
respond to area control error (ACE) according to participation
factors [29].
To reduce the dimensions of random variables, define
s˜t =
∑
b∈B
(l˜bt − lˆbt ) (11)
h˜lt =
∑
b∈B
Kbl (l˜
b
t − lˆbt ) (12)
Let Plt denote the probability distribution for 2-dimensional
random variable (s˜t, h˜lt) with marginal distributions Pst and
Pht . Using the historical data of s˜t and h˜lt, we can con-
struct the ambiguity sets as defined in (4) for Pst and
Pht , denoted as Pst and Pht , respectively. Then the am-
biguity set of joint distribution Plt is defined as P lt ={
Plt ∈ P0(R2)
∣∣Pst ∈ Pst ,Pht ∈ Pht }.
The feasible set of the economic dispatch is described as
follows: ∀i ∈ Gb,∀b ∈ B,∀l ∈ L,∀t ∈ T∑
b∈B
∑
i∈Gb
xbit −
∑
b∈B
lˆbt = 0 (13)∑
b∈B
∑
i∈Gb
abit = 1 (14)
0 ≤ abit ≤ wbit (15)
Lbiw
b
it + r
b,dn
it ≤ xbit ≤ U bi wbit − rb,upit (16)
(xbit + r
b,up
it )− (xbi(t−1) − rb,dni(t−1)) ≤ (2− wbi(t−1)
− wbit)RU
b
i + (1 + w
b
i(t−1) − wbit)RU bi
(17)
(xbi(t−1)+r
b,up
i(t−1))− (xbit − rb,dnit ) ≤ (2− wbi(t−1)
− wbit)RD
b
i + (1− wbi(t−1) + wbit)RDbi
(18)
inf
Pst∈Pst
Pst [−rb,dnit ≤ abits˜t ≤ rb,upit ,∀i ∈ Gb, b ∈ B] ≥ 1− β
(19)
inf
Plt∈Plt
Plt[−Cl ≤
∑
b∈B
Kbl
(∑
i∈Gb
(xbit + a
b
its˜t)− lˆbt
)
−h˜lt ≤ Cl] ≥ 1− β − γ, ∀l ∈ L
(20)
Equality constraints (13) and (14) together ensure the total
generation-consumption balance at every time period in the
presence of forecasting errors of composite loads. Constraint
(15) enforces limits on generator participation factors. Con-
straints (16), (17) and (18) together ensure upward and down-
ward reserve of each generator are actually procurable consid-
ering generator capacity and ramp rate limits. Distributionally
robust chance constraints (DRCC) (19) and (20) guarantee
the adequacy of the generator reserve and transmission line
5capacity with high probability. DRCC ensures the system
reliability for all probability distributions in the ambiguity sets,
which provide robustness for the system operation.
The DRCC (19) and (20) admit deterministic safe approxi-
mation in light of the definition of the ambiguity set (4), which
is revealed in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2: Let St(x) and St(x) be the confidence bands
for the CDF of random variable s˜t defined in (2) and (3). If
−rb,dnit ≤ abits˜t ≤ rb,upit , ∀i ∈ Gb, b ∈ B, ∀s˜t ∈ [s′t, st] where
s′t = S
−1
t (β1) and s
′
t = S
−1
t (1− β2) with β1 + β2 = β, then
DRCC (19) is satisfied.
Proof: Just need to notice that ∀Pst ∈ Pst ,
Pst [s˜t /∈ [s′t, s′t]]
=Pst [s˜t < s′t] + Pst [s˜t > s′t]
≤St(s′t) + 1− St(s′t) = β.
(21)
Therefore, DRCC (19) can be safely replaced by the deter-
ministic robust counterpart: ∀i ∈ Gb, b ∈ B
− rb,dnit ≤ abits′t (22a)
abits
′
t ≤ rb,upit . (22b)
Lemma 3: Let St(x) and St(x) be the confidence bands
for the CDF of random variable s˜t, and Ht(x) and Ht(x)
be the confidence bands for the CDF of random variable h˜lt.
If −Cl ≤
∑
b∈BK
b
l
(∑
i∈Gb(x
b
it + a
b
its˜t)− lˆbt
)
− h˜lt ≤ Cl,
∀s˜t ∈ [s′t, s′t], h˜lt ∈ [h′tl, h
′
tl], ∀l ∈ L where s′t = S
−1
t (β1),
s′t = S
−1
t (1− β2) with β1 + β2 = β, and h′tl = (H
l
t)
−1(γ/2)
and h
′
tl = (H
l
t)
−1(1− γ/2), then DRCC (20) is satisfied.
Proof: Just need to notice that ∀Plt ∈ P lt
Pt
[
s˜t /∈ [s′t, s′t] or h˜lt /∈ [h′tl, h
′
tl]
]
≤Pt[s˜t < s′t] + Pt[s˜t > s′t] + Pt[h˜lt < h′tl] + Pt[h˜lt > h
′
tl]
=Pst [s˜t < s′t] + Pst [s˜t > s′t] + Plt[h˜lt < h
′
tl] + Plt[h˜lt > h
′
tl]
≤St(s′t) + 1− St(s′t) +H
l
t(h
′
tl) + 1−H lt(h
′
tl) = β + γ
(23)
Similarly, DRCC (20) is replaced by: ∀l ∈ L∑
b∈B
Kbl
(∑
i∈Gb
(xbit + a
b
its
′
t)− lˆbt
)
− h′tl ≤ Cl (24a)
− Cl ≤
∑
b∈B
Kbl
(∑
i∈Gb
(xbit + a
b
its
′
t)− lˆbt
)
− h′tl (24b)
∑
b∈B
Kbl
(∑
i∈Gb
(xbit + a
b
its
′
t)− lˆbt
)
− h′tl ≤ Cl (24c)
− Cl ≤
∑
b∈B
Kbl
(∑
i∈Gb
(xbit + a
b
its
′
t)− lˆbt
)
− h′tl (24d)
Remark 1: In Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, any positive values
of β1 and β2 with β1+β2 = β will make (22)(24) safe approx-
imations to (19)(20). Here β1 and β2 have clear engineering
meanings. β1 is the tolerable probability of wind curtailment
whereas β2 is the tolerable probability of load shedding. We
leave them as tuning parameters of the method and let the
users choose suitable values according to the system reliability
standards.
Remark 2: Note that the ambiguity set for Plt is formed by
directly combining the information from its marginal distribu-
tions. In other words, only marginal distributional information
is encoded in P lt and the dependency information of the two
marginals are not exploited. This inevitably brings additional
conservatism to the chance constraints for the transmission line
flow. However, this treatment avoids the consideration of high-
dimensional statistics, which contributes to the highly scalable
algorithm.
B. Objective Function
By Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, the system can safely respond
to the total forecasting error s˜t in the interval [s′t, s
′
t]. To
ensure the system security, the system operator resorts to load
shedding when s˜t exceeds s′t and initiates wind curtailment
when s˜t goes below s′t, shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the
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Fig. 2. Distribution of forecasting error with illustration of wind curtailment
and load sheeding.
total operation costs including those of unit start-up/shut-
down, generation, reserve availability, reserve procurement,
load shedding and wind curtailment, are written as
F (u,v,x,a, r)
=
∑
t∈T
∑
b∈B
∑
i∈Gb
(SU bi u
b
it + SD
b
i v
b
it + F
b
i (x
b
it) +R
b,up
i r
b,up
it
+Rb,dni r
b,dn
it ) +
∑
t∈T
max
Pst∈Pst
EPst [Qt(at, s˜t) + Ct(s˜t)]
(25)
where at = (abit)i∈Gb,b∈B, a = (at)t∈T and similar definitions
apply for u, v, x and r; moreover,
Qt(at, s˜t) =
∑
b∈B
∑
i∈Gb
(
Qb,upi (a
b
itmin{s˜t, s′t})+
+Qb,dni (−abitmax{s˜t, s′t})+
) (26)
Ct(s˜t) = Cls(s˜t − s′t)+ + Cwc(−s˜t + s′t)+. (27)
Reserve procurement costs is represented by Qt in which the
first and second terms are related to upward and downward
6reserve procurement, respectively. Also, the first term of Ct
denotes load shedding costs and the second represents wind
curtailment costs.
Remark 3: Note that an explicit formulation
for the amount of upward reserve procurement is
(min{abits˜t, rb,upit })+. Nevertheless, we can show
(min{abits˜t, rb,upit })+ = (abitmin{s˜t, s′t})+ at the optimal
solution of the problem. Suppose (ab∗it , r
b,up∗
it ) is at
the optimal solution with rb,up∗it > a
b∗
it s
′
t. Observe
that rb,up#it = a
b∗
it s
′
t is also a feasible solution for the
upward reserve (just check constraint (16)(17)(18)(22)). In
addition, (min{ab∗it s˜t, rb,up#it })+ = (min{ab∗it s˜t, ab∗it s′t})+ ≤
(min{ab∗it s˜t, rb,up∗it })+ and rb,up#it < rb,up∗it , so the costs
for (ab∗it , r
b,up#
it ) is srtictly less than that of (a
b∗
it , r
b,up∗
it ),
which contradicts the optimality of (ab∗it , r
b,up∗
it ). Therefore,
we have rb,upit = a
b
its
′
t at the optimal solution. Then
we have (min{abits˜t, rb,upit })+ = (min{abits˜t, abits′t})+ =
(abitmin{s˜t, s′t})+ where the second equality follows from the
non-negativity of abit. It is the same case for the downward
reserve.
Remark 4: Note that an explicit formulation for the amount
of load shedding should be computed for each bus and then
summed up, i.e.
∑
b∈B(
∑
i∈Gb a
b
its˜t−
∑
i∈Gb r
b,up
it )
+. Follow-
ing Remark 2, we have
∑
b∈B(
∑
i∈Gb a
b
its˜t−
∑
i∈Gb r
b,up
it )
+ =∑
b∈B(
∑
i∈Gb a
b
its˜t −
∑
i∈Gb a
b
its
′
t)
+ = (s˜t − s′t)+ where the
second equality comes from non-negativity of abit and equation
(14). It is also the same case for wind curtailment.
C. Evaluation of Worst-case Costs
In the objective function of the proposed formulation, we
need to evaluate the worst-case expectation of the piece-wise
linear function of the random variable taking the general form
max
Pst∈Pst
EPst [Qt(at, s˜t) + Ct(s˜t)]
= max
Pst∈Pst
EPst [max{fupt (s˜t), fdnt (s˜t)}]
(28)
where
fupt (s˜t) = g
up
t s˜t + (Cls − gupt )(s˜t − s′t)+ (29)
fdnt (s˜t) = −gdnt s˜t + (Cwc − gdnt )(−s˜t + s′t)+ (30)
with gupt =
∑
b∈B
∑
i∈Gb Q
b,up
i a
b
it and g
dn
t =∑
b∈B
∑
i∈Gb Q
b,dn
i a
b
it. The derivation of equality (28)
can be found in appendix B.
It turns out that the worst-case expectation (28) can be
evaluated by solving a linear programming (LP). The main
results are stated in Theorem 1 inspired by [30].
Lemma 4: Let sˆ(1)t , sˆ
(2)
t , · · · , sˆ(n)t be the ascendingly or-
dered samples of random variable s˜t. Without loss of general-
ity, assume sˆ(k)t ≤ 0,∀k ≤ m and sˆ(k)t > 0,∀k > m. [st, st] is
the estimated support of random variable s˜t by Devroye-Wise
method. The ambiguity set Pst is constructed as in (4), i.e.
Pst =
{
P ∈ P0([st, st])
∣∣∣P[s˜t ≤ sˆ(k)t ] ∈ [pkt , pkt ], k = 1, · · · , n}
(31)
For notational convenience, let sˆ(0)t = st, sˆ
(n+1)
t = st and
pn+1
t
= pn+1t = 1. The worst-case expectation (28) is equal
to the optimum of the following LP:
min
λkt ,λ
k
t
k=m−1,··· ,m+2
m+2∑
k=m−1
(λ
k
t p
k
t − λkt pkt ) + gdnt sdnt + g
up
t s
up
t
+ Cwcm
dn
t + Clsm
up
t
s.t.

λkt ≥ 0, λ
k
t ≥ 0, k = m− 1, · · · ,m+ 2∑m+2
i=k (λ
i
t − λit) + fupt (sˆ(m+3)t ) ≥ fdnt (sˆ(k−1)t ),
k = m− 1,m,m+ 1∑m+2
i=k (λ
i
t − λit) + fupt (sˆ(m+3)t ) ≥ fupt (sˆ(k)t ),
k = m+ 1,m+ 2
(32)
where sdnt , s
up
t , m
dn
t and m
up
t are defined in (33), (34), (35)
and (36), respectively (shown at the top of the next page).
Proof: See Appendix A.
Note that the LP (32) is a small-scale problem with only
4 decision variables and the problem scale is irrelevant to the
number of historical data. In other words, incorporating more
historical data does not bring higher computational burden.
Therefore, evaluating the worst-case expectation in the
objective function (25) with LP (32) and replacing the DRCC
(19)(20) with deterministic linear constraints (22)(24) yield a
MILP. To sum up, for given reliability level 1−β and historical
data of forecasting errors, the proposed AA-DRUC takes the
form
O(β1, β2, Cls, Cwc) =min F (u,v,x,a, r)
s.t. (5) ∼ (9), (13) ∼ (18), (22)(24).
(40)
D. Application Modes
In the above problem formulation, we have included both
the reliability indices β1/β2 and the emergency control prices
Cls/Cwc. Usually, either of the two is presented as the input
to the optimization model in practice. In the conventional
vertically integrated systems, electric utilities operate as mo-
nopolies and enforce a reliability standard across the network
to limit the occurrence of load shedding and wind curtailment.
Under such circumstances, reliability indices β1/β2 are given
as prior knowledge, and the costs of load shedding and wind
curtailment are irrelevant to the decision process. We call this
application mode the Mode-I. To obtain optimal operational
strategy in this mode, we only need to solve the problem
O(β1, β2, 0, 0). By comparison, the operation of the modern
restructured power systems is price-driven, and the load shed-
ding and wind curtailment are considered ancillary services
provided by the consumers and wind farms. Hence the access
to these services come at a cost. We name this application
mode the Mode-II. Note that high reliability results in low
emergency control costs but high reverse costs, and vice versa.
Therefore, there is a pair of optimal reliability indices β∗1/β
∗
2
which minimize the total operation costs, and the solution to
the corresponding MILP (40) should be considered the optimal
7sdnt =
m−2∑
k=1
[sˆ
(k)
t + (−sˆ(k)t + s′t)+ − sˆ(k−1)t − (−sˆ(k−1)t + s′t)+]pkt (33)
supt =
n∑
k=m+3
[sˆ
(k)
t − (sˆ(k)t − s′t)+ − sˆ(k+1)t + (sˆ(k+1)t − s′t)+]pkt + [sˆ
(n+1)
t − (sˆ(n+1)t − s′t)+]pn+1t . (34)
mdnt =
m−2∑
k=1
[(−sˆ(k−1)t + s′t)+ − (−sˆ(k)t + s′t)+]pkt (35)
mupt =
n∑
k=m+3
[(sˆ
(k)
t − s′t)+ − (sˆ(k+1)t − s′t)+]pkt + (sˆ
(n+1)
t − s′t)+pn+1t . (36)
operational strategy. To find out the optimal reliability indices
β∗1/β
∗
2 , we need to solve the higher-level optimization prob-
lem minβ1,β2O(β1, β2, Cls, Cwc). Since O(β1, β2, Cls, Cwc)
can be conveniently evaluated by solving MILP (40), the
optimization over β1, β2 can be done by any derivative-free
search method, e.g. the Nelder-Mead simplex Method [31].
E. Elimination of Redundant Line Capacity Constraints
In practical operation of power systems, the line capacity
constraints (24) are only active at very few transmission lines
during some periods. Hence most of the constraints in (24)
are redundant for the optimization problem (40). Identifying
and eliminating those redundant constraints before solving the
MILP could significantly improve computational efficiency.
The fast identification method proposed in [32] can be ex-
tended to our problem formulation with minor modification.
Consider the following problems:
Λlt,max(s˜t, h˜
l
t)
(
Λlt,min(s˜t, h˜
l
t)
)
= arg max(min)
xt,αt
∑
b∈B
Kbl
(∑
i∈Gb
(xbit + a
b
its˜t)− lˆbt
)
− h˜lt
(41)
subject to ∑
b∈B
∑
i∈Gb
(xbit + a
b
its˜t) =
∑
b∈B
lˆbt + s˜t (42a)
xbit + a
b
its
′
t ≥ 0 (42b)
xbit + a
b
its
′
t ≤ U bi . (42c)
where (42a) is obtained by multiplying (14) by s˜t and adding
to (13); (42b)∼(42c) are deduced from (17), (22) by relaxing
wbit to 0 or 1 when necessary. Therefore, the feasible sets of
the above optimization problems are relaxations of the feasible
set of the original MILP model. Minimization (maximization)
w.r.t. the feasible set defined by (42) yields a lower (upper)
bound of the minimum (maximum) w.r.t the feasible set of the
original MILP model. The objective function (41) is just the
possible line flow at each line in each time period. Similar to
the analysis in [32], we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5: For any l ∈ L and t ∈ T , we have
• If Λlt,max(st, h
l
t) ≤ Cl, constraint (24a) is inactive;
• If Λlt,max(st, h
l
t) ≤ Cl, constraint (24c) is inactive;
• If Λlt,min(st, h
l
t) ≥ −Cl, constraint (24b) is inactive;
• If Λlt,min(st, h
l
t) ≥ −Cl, constraint (24d) is inactive.
Define pbt =
∑
i∈Gb p
b
it where p
b
it = x
b
it + a
b
its˜t and U
b =∑
i∈Gb U
b
i , then we have
Λlt,max(s˜t, h˜
l
t)
(
Λlt,min(s˜t, h˜
l
t)
)
= arg max(min)
pt
∑
b∈B
Kbl p
b
t −
∑
b∈B
Kbl lˆ
b
t − h˜lt
s.t.

∑
b∈B
pbt =
∑
b∈B
lˆbt + s˜t
0 ≤ pbt ≤ U b
(43)
LP (43) has a analytical solution according to the analysis in
[32]. Let b1, b2, · · · , b|B| be a permutation of 1, 2, · · · , |B| such
that {Kb1l ,Kb2l , · · · ,K
b|B|
l } are in descending (ascending)
order, and there exists an integer 1 ≤ m ≤ |B| such that∑m−1
k=1 U
bk ≤∑b∈B lˆbt + s˜t ≤∑mk=1 U bk . Then
Λlt,max(s˜t, h˜
l
t)
(
Λlt,min(s˜t, h˜
l
t)
)
=
m−1∑
k=1
(Kbkl −Kbml )U b +Kbml (
∑
b∈B
lˆbt + s˜t)−
∑
b∈B
Kbl lˆ
b
t − h˜lt.
(44)
Based on the analytical expression (44), Lemma 5 gives a
computationally cheap way to identify most of the inactive
line capacity constraints in (24).
IV. CASE STUDIES
This section presents numerical results on the IEEE 118-bus
system and the 1888-bus French very high voltage system. The
118-bus system has 54 units and 186 lines. In the base case, 10
wind farms with each capacity of 80MW are installed across
the 118-bus system. The 1888-bus system has 290 units and
2531 lines. In the base case, we install 20 wind farms with
each capacity of 500MW over the network. The network data
of the test systems is extracted from MATPOWER 5.1 and
the unit data is from http://motor.ece.iit.edu/data. The hourly
load profile is obtained from [26] and hourly forecasting wind
power curves are from NREL WIND Toolkit. In addition,
the reserve prices Rb,upi /R
b,dn
i and the reserve procurement
prices Qb,upi /Q
b,dn
i are assumed to be 10% and 110% of
the coefficients of the linear terms of quadratic generator
8cost functions. Wind curtailment and load shedding costs
are 100$/MWh and 500$/MWh, respectively. The proposed
method is programmed in MATLAB with Gurobi [33] as the
MILP solver running on a Win 8 PC with a 3.0 GHz CPU
and 24 GB RAM. The MIP gap is set to be 10e-4.
A. Distributional Robustness and Data-exploiting Feature of
the Proposed Method
To test the distributional robustness and data-exploiting
feature of the proposed method, we generate wind power
forecasting errors from four different types of probability dis-
tributions, including beta, normal, laplace and hyperbolic. The
mean and standard deviation of the forecasting errors are based
on the typical day-ahead forecasting errors in U.S. reported in
[34], i.e. µ = 0.0117 p.u., σ = 0.1187 p.u.. Historical sample
sets of different sizes are used in the proposed method to
reveal the relation between sample size and solution quality.
After solving each problem, Monte Carlo simulation (MCS)
with another 106 samples generated from the corresponding
distribution is employed to test the practical and out-of-sample
performance of the proposed AA-DRUC.
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the effects of incorporating
more historical data on the optimal objective function and the
operation costs from MCS on both test systems in application
mode-I with β1 = 0.03, β2 = 0.01 and γ = 0. As shown
in both figures, no matter what distribution the forecasting
errors follow, the optimal values of AA-DRUC objective
function always act as the upper bounds of practical operation
costs from MCS. This is due to the fact that the proposed
method considers the worst-case distribution in the ambiguity
set constructed from historical data, but the underlying true
distribution usually differs from the worst one. However, by
incorporating more historical data, the ambiguity set shrinks
and the worst-cast distribution in the ambiguity set approaches
the true distribution. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig.
4, the values of the optimal objective function and the gap
between optimal objective function and operation costs from
MCS decrease as the amount of available historical data
increases. This reveals the value of data, i.e. the more data
we use, the less conservative thus the more economical the
operation strategy is. Fig. 5∼8 further compare the prob-
ability of load shedding and wind curtailment from MCS
under different types of distributions and different amount
of available historical data. It is evident from Fig. 5∼8 that
the prespecified reliability requirements are always satisfied
by the proposed method whatever distribution the uncertain
forecasting error obeys, which is an explicit demonstration of
the distributional robustness of the proposed method. As more
and more historical data is available, the practical reliability
level of the operation strategy presses on towards the pre-
specified reliability indices, which reduces the conservatism of
the DRCC. Moreover, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the evolution
of objective function and simulated costs as the increase of
available historical data in the application mode-II on both test
systems. As β1, β2 increases, the dispatchable range illustrated
in Fig. 2 shrinks and the allocated system reserve decreases
reserve costs decreases, whereas the probability and expected
costs of wind curtailment and load shedding increase. As a
result, there exists a pair of optimal values of β1, β2 which can
be located by the Nelder-Mead simplex method implemented
in MATLAB command fminsearch. The optimal reliability
indices are labeled near the corresponding optimal values of
the objective function on Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The results in
the application mode-II resemble those of application mode-I:
the gap between the optimal objective function and the costs
from MCS vanishes as more historical data is available.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of objective function and simulated costs as the increase of
available historical data in application mode-I on 118-bus system. Four types
of probability distributions, i.e. beta, normal, laplace and hyperbolic, are used
to simulate the underlying true distribution.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of objective function and simulated costs as the increase
of available historical data in application mode-I on 1888-bus system. Four
types of probability distributions, i.e. beta, normal, laplace and hyperbolic,
are used to simulate the underlying true distribution.
B. Computational Efficiency and Scalability
Table I presents the solver time in seconds of the proposed
method as increasing amount of historical data is available.
It confirms the observation we made in section-III-C that the
solution time is irrelevant to the number of historical data
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Fig. 5. Probability of load shedding by MCS on 118-bus system in application
mode-I under different number of historical data and different underlying true
distributions of uncertainty. The reliability requirement is < 1.0%.
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Fig. 6. Probability of wind curtailment by MCS on 118-bus system in
application mode-I under different number of historical data and different
underlying true distributions of uncertainty. The reliability requirement is
< 3.0%.
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Fig. 7. Probability of load shedding by MCS on 1888-bus system in
application mode-I under different number of historical data and different
underlying true distributions of uncertainty. The reliability requirement is
< 1.0%.
points employed. Table II, on the other hand, compares the
solver time of the proposed method when different numbers of
wind farms are installed across the systems. Due to the simple
affine policy of reserve procurement employed in the problem
formulation, the solver time is also irrelevant to the number of
wind farms. Compared with the solver time of the distribution-
ally robust model for UC in [13], the AA-DRUC proposed in
this paper can be solved orders-of-magnitude faster. The high
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Fig. 8. Probability of wind curtailment by MCS on 1888-bus system in
application mode-I under different number of historical data and different
underlying true distributions of uncertainty. The reliability requirement is <
3.0%.
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Fig. 9. Evolution of objective function and simulated costs as the increase
of available historical data in application mode-II on 118-bus system. β∗1 and
β∗2 are the optimal reliability indices to achieve the corresponding objective
value.
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computational efficiency of the proposed method is largely
attributed to the redundant constraint identification method
discussed in section-III-E which helps to eliminate about
88% ∼ 95% line capacity constraints on both test systems.
C. Assessing the Conservatism of Affine Policy
Although the affine policy has brought high tractability and
scalability for the proposed method, it inevitably introduces
some conservatism. We first illustrate how the conservatism
is introduced in the affine reserve procurement process. Table
10
TABLE I
SOLVER TIME (SEC.) V.S. NUMBER OF HISTORICAL DATA
1.E+03 5.E+03 1.E+04 5.E+04 1.E+05 1.E+06
case118 2.7 4.1 3.7 3.6 3.9 2.8
case1888 42.7 43.6 44.0 41.8 43.5 43.3
TABLE II
SOLVER TIME (SEC.) V.S. NUMBER OF WIND FARMS
wind farms No. 5 10 15 20 25 30
case118 3.1 4.5 3.5 2.8 3.6 2.6
case1888 36.9 41.8 39.5 45.0 46.4 49.6
III summarizes the reserve allocation by the proposed method
on the 118-bus system during 4:00∼5:00 a.m.. Five units are
delegated as spinning reserve units with total reserve 270.44
MW. These units are of two different reserve procurement
prices. When wind power forecasting error occurs, to minimize
the reserve procurement costs, the cheaper units should be
completely utilized before resorting to any more expensive
ones. Hence the reserve procurement costs corresponding to
the optimal recourse policy is represented by the red dotted
line in Fig. 11. However, the affine policy in the proposed
model initiates all the reserve units simultaneously with dif-
ferent participation factors. The reserve procurement costs
corresponding to the affine policy is shown with the blue line
in Fig. 11. Clearly, there is a gap between the two lines due
to the discrepancy of reserve prices. When beta distribution is
used to simulate the forecasting error, the expected costs in 24h
are summarized in Table IV. The affine policy has increased
the reserve procurement costs by $873.35 which accounts for
4.88% of the reserve procurement costs and 0.08% of the
total operation costs. The above numerical study confirms the
observation made in [25] and [27] that the simple affine policy
(10) introduces minor conservatism.
D. Comparing Different Methods to Deal with Uncertainties
To compare the proposed DRO with the other two methods
to deal with uncertainties, we also implement the RO and SP
in our problem formulation in application mode-I. The simple
affine policy (10) is used in three methods to provide a clear
baseline for the comparison. The uncertainty set employed in
RO is the estimated support of the random variable. The SP
TABLE III
SUMMARY OF THE RESERVE ALLOCATION OF 118-BUS SYSTEM DURING
4:00∼5:00 A.M.
unit no. participation
factor
upward
reserve (MW)
procurement
price ($/MW)
total reserve
4 0.319 86.153 14.176
270.441 MW
27 0.048 13.105 9.173
28 0.342 92.528 9.173
36 0.078 21.220 14.176
40 0.212 57.435 14.176
Reserve of Unit 
27 and 28 Reserve of Unit 
4, 36 and 40
Optimality Gap
Fig. 11. Illustration of optimality gap between affine reserve procurement
policy and optimal recourse reserve procurement policy on 118-bus system at
5 a.m.
TABLE IV
COMPARION BETWEEN AFFINE RESERVE PROCUREMENT AND FULLY
ADAPTIVE RESERVE PROCUREMENT
Reserve
Procurement
Cost by Affine
Policy
18756.14 Total operation Cost 1128619.02
Reserve
Procurement
Cost by Optimal
Recourse Policy
17882.79
Percentage Gap
w.r.t. Reserve
Procurement Cost
4.88%
Gap 873.35 Percentage Gapw.r.t. Total Cost
0.08%
assumes the random variables follow the normal distribution
with mean and variance being the sample mean and sample
variance of the historical data. Laplace distribution is taken
as the underlying true distribution for the random variables.
After solving each problem, MCS is employed to test the
practical performance, including operation costs and reliability
guarantee, of the corresponding strategies. Fig. 12 compares
the operation costs of different methods, including RO, SP and
the proposed DRO with 103, 104 and 105 historical data points.
The operation costs of the RO are the highest whereas those
of the SP are the lowest. The DROs with different amount of
data are intermediates between RO and SP. The costs of DRO
go close to those of SP as more historical data is available.
The probability of load shedding and wind curtailment for
different methods are further compared in Fig. 13. RO has
the far-more-than-required level of reliability due to the igno-
rance of probabilistic information. The SP, however, does not
guarantee the required reliability level because the underlying
true distribution differs from the normality assumption made
in the method. The proposed DRO approach always provide
safe reliability guarantee and the practical reliability level
approaches the pre-specified reliability indices as more data
is available. We summarize the features of the three methods
in Table V.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of operation costs by MCS on 118-bus system using
different methods, including RO, SP and the proposed DRO with 103, 104
and 105 historical data points.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of probability of load shedding and wind curtailment
by MCS on 118-bus system using different methods, including RO, SP and
the proposed DRO with 103, 104 and 105 historical data points.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper applies the idea of distributionally robust op-
timization to the UC under uncertainty. Based on the non-
parametric inference theory, an ambiguity set that contains
the true probability distribution of uncertainties is constructed
from observed historical data. The proposed model consid-
ers the worst-case distribution in the ambiguity set thereby
achieves operational robustness. Moreover, the proposed am-
biguity set shrinks to the true distribution as the amount
of historical data increases. Therefore, the conservatism of
the solution can be reduced by incorporating more data.
In addition, the scale of the optimization problem remains
unchanged when using more data.
Recently, dynamic uncertainty set [28], [35] and data-
driven uncertainty set [36] have been proposed to reduce
the conservatism of RO. Compared with the dynamic un-
TABLE V
COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT METHODS TO DEAL WITH
UNCERTAINTIES
the proposed DRO RO SP
exploit probabilistic information yes no yes
presumption on distribution no no yes
reliability guarantee when true dis-
tribution is unknown
yes yes no
data-exploiting: the more data, the
less conservative
yes no no
certainty set method which explicitly models the correlation
and dynamics of uncertainties, the proposed approach to deal
with uncertainty is still static in nature. But the solution of
the proposed method is much more simple and direct. The
treatment of the distributionally robust chance constraints in
this paper is basically the same as the data-driven uncertainty
set with probabilistic guarantee [36], but different hypothesis
tests are employed. More importantly, the essential difference
between the ambiguity-set-based DRO and the uncertainty-
set-based RO is that the former minimizes expected costs
w.r.t the worst-case distribution whereas the latter minimizes
the worst-case costs. Therefore, DRO exploits much more
probabilistic information than RO. This paper and reference
[13] share some similarities as both works employ the idea
of DRO and affine policy. The ambiguity sets used in both
papers allow reformulation of DRO problems into tractable
MILPs. Unlike that in [13], the ambiguity set proposed in
this paper has sound statistical foundation and data-exploiting
ability. Meanwhile, the proposed approach is more scalable
than that in [13] since the scale of MILP in this paper remains
unchanged as the amount of historical data and the number of
uncertain renewable sources increase.
However, the proposed method also has its own limitations.
The ambiguity set for Plt only incoporates the information
from its marginal distributions, which brings additional con-
servatism to the chance constraints for line flow. One future
direction to remedy this issue is to consider a Wasserstein-
metric-based ambiguity set which can effectively deal with
multivariate distributions [37]. In addition, the simple affine
policy is merely a conservative approximation to the optimal
recourse action. Therefore, another direction is to apply the
proposed ambiguity set and reformulation technique to eval-
uate the operation risk in the risk-constrained UC [38]. A
fully adaptive data-driven UC method can then be obtained
by leveraging the results from this paper and reference [38].
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 4
Proof: Step 1 We first show the worst-case expectation
can be evaluated by solving a LP.
The evaluation of worst-case expectation (28) is a infinite
dimensional linear optimization problem of the form
max
P∈P0
∫
[sˆ(0),sˆ(n+1)]
max{fupt (s˜t), fdnt (s˜t)}P(ds˜t) (45a)
p
k
≤
∫
[sˆ(0),sˆ(n+1)]
I[sˆ(0),sˆ(k)](s˜t)P(ds˜t) ≤ pk, (45b)
∀k = 1, · · · , n+ 1.
By using the conic duality theory, assigning dual variables
(λk, λk) to constraints (45b), the dual of problem (45) is given
by
inf
λ,λ
n+1∑
k=1
(λkpk − λkpk) (46a)
s.t. λk ≥ 0, λk ≥ 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1 (46b)
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n+1∑
k=1
(λk − λk)I[sˆ(0),sˆ(k)](ξ)−max{fupt (s˜t), fdnt (s˜t)} ≥ 0,
∀ξ ∈ [sˆ(0), sˆ(n+1)] (46c)
which is a finite dimensional optimization problem with semi-
infinite constraint (46c). Strong duality, i.e. the optimal values
of (45) and (46) coincide, is guaranteed by theorem 1 in [39].
Thus, we focus on the dual problem in the sequel. The semi-
infinite constraint (46c) is equivalent to
inf
ξ∈[sˆ(0),sˆ(n+1)]
{
n+1∑
k=1
(λk − λk)I[sˆ(0),sˆ(k)](ξ)− fupt (s˜t)
}
≥ 0
inf
ξ∈[sˆ(0),sˆ(n+1)]
{
n+1∑
k=1
(λk − λk)I[sˆ(0),sˆ(k)](ξ)− fdnt (s˜t)
}
≥ 0
(47)
Observe that [sˆ(0), sˆ(n+1)] can be partitioned into n + 1 mu-
tually disjoint sets [sˆ(k−1), sˆ(k)], k = 1, · · · , n+ 1. Therefore
constraint (47) splits into n+ 1 parts, i.e. ∀k = 1, · · · , n+ 1,
inf
ξ∈[sˆ(k−1),sˆ(k)]
{
n+1∑
i=k
(λi − λi)− fupt (s˜t)
}
≥ 0
inf
ξ∈[sˆ(k−1),sˆ(k)]
{
n+1∑
i=k
(λi − λi)− fdnt (s˜t)
}
≥ 0
(48)
Since fupt (s˜t) is monotone increasing and f
dn
t (s˜t) is mono-
tone decreasing, (48) is equivalent to
n+1∑
i=k
(λi − λi)− fupt (sˆ(k)) ≥ 0
n+1∑
i=k
(λi − λi)− fdnt (sˆ(k−1)) ≥ 0
(49)
By replacing semi-infinite constraint (46c) with constraint (49)
and noticing fupt (s˜t) and f
dn
t (s˜t) intersect at s˜t = 0, problem
(46) is equivalent to the following LP:
min
λt,λt
n+1∑
k=1
(λ
k
t p
k
t − λkt pkt ) (50)
s.t.

λkt ≥ 0, λ
k
t ≥ 0,∀1 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1
n+1∑
i=k
(λ
i
t − λit)− fdnt (sˆ(k−1)) ≥ 0,∀1 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1
n+1∑
i=k
(λ
i
t − λit)− fupt (sˆ(k)) ≥ 0,∀m+ 1 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1
(51)
Step 2 We then show the above LP can be significantly
simplified. Let
xkt = λ
k
t − λkt , 1 ≤ k ≤ n+ 1 (52)
and
hkt =

fdnt (sˆ(k−1)), k ≤ m
max{fdnt (sˆ(k−1)), fupt (sˆ(k))}, k = m+ 1
fupt (sˆ(k)), k ≥ m+ 2.
(53)
LP (50)(51) is equivalent to
min
xt,λt
n+1∑
k=1
λkt (p
k
t − pkt ) + xkt pkt
s.t. xkt + λ
k
t ≥ 0, λkt ≥ 0 k = 1, . . . , n+ 1
n+1∑
i=k
xit ≥ hkt .
(54)
Since pkt − pkt ≥ 0, ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ n + 1, the optimal value for
λkt is always max{−xkt , 0}, i.e. the LP (54) is simplified to
min
xt
n+1∑
k=1
max{xkt pkt , xkt pkt }
s.t.
n+1∑
i=k
xit ≥ hkt , k = 1, . . . , n+ 1.
(55)
By Further defining zkt =
∑n+1
i=k x
i
t, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ n + 1 and
zn+2t = 0, problem (55) can be written as
min
zt
ft(zt) =
n+1∑
k=1
max{(zkt − zk+1t )pkt , (zkt − zk+1t )pkt }
s.t. zkt ≥ hkt , k = 1, . . . , n+ 1.
(56)
Note that problem (56) is convex and ∀k = 1, · · · ,m−1,m+
3, · · · , n+ 1,
∂ft
∂zkt
∣∣∣∣
(h1t ,··· ,hm−1t ,zmt ,zm+1t ,zm+2t ,hm+3t ,··· ,hn+1t )
=

pkt − pk−1t , 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 1
pk
t
− pk−1
t
, m+ 3 ≤ k ≤ n
pn+1t − pnt , k = n+ 1
>0.
(57)
i.e. going along any feasible direction at point
(h1t , · · · , hm−1t , zmt , zm+1t , zm+2t , hm+3t , · · · , hn+1t ) lead
to the increase of the objective function (more strictly, it is
the optimality condition based on tangent cone of the feasible
set, see Theorem 3.1 in [40]). Therefore, zkt takes optimal
value at hkt , ∀k = 1, · · · ,m−1,m+3, · · · , n+1. Equivalently,
xkt = h
k
t − hk+1t , ∀k = 1, · · · ,m − 2,m + 3, · · · , n and
xn+1t = h
n+1
t at the optimal solution of LP (54). It is obvious
that xkt > 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ m−2 and xkt < 0, m+3 ≤ k ≤ n+1,
so λkt = 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ m−2 and λkt = −xkt , m+3 ≤ k ≤ n+1.
Substituting above results into (54) and noticing (52), (53),
(29) and (30) yield the the simplified LP (32), which
completes the proof.
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF (28)
To show equation (28), we only need to be aware of the
following equalities:
(min{s˜t, s′t})+ =
(
s˜t − (s˜t − s′t)+
) · I[0,∞)(s˜t) (58)
(−max{s˜t, s′t})+ =
(−s˜t − (−s˜t + s′t)+) · I(−∞,0](s˜t) (59)
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which can be verified by a classified calculation and noting
that s′t > 0 and s
′
t < 0. Then what follows are just steps of
direct calculation:
Qt(at, s˜t) + Ct(s˜t)
=
∑
b∈B
∑
i∈Gb
(
Qb,upi (a
b
itmin{s˜t, s′t})+ +Qb,dni (−abitmax{s˜t, s′t})+
)
+ Cls(s˜t − s′t)+ + Cwc(−s˜t + s′t)+
=gupt (min{s˜t, s′t})+ + gdnt (−max{s˜t, s′t})+
+ Cls(s˜t − s′t)+ + Cwc(−s˜t + s′t)+
=gupt
(
s˜t − (s˜t − s′t)+
) · I[0,∞)(s˜t) + Cls(s˜t − s′t)+
+ gdnt
(−s˜t − (−s˜t + s′t)+) · I(−∞,0](s˜t) + Cwc(−s˜t + s′t)+
=
(
gupt s˜t + (Cls − gupt )(s˜t − s′t)+
) · I[0,∞)(s˜t)
+
(
−gdnt s˜t + (Cwc − gdnt )(−s˜t + s′t)+
)
· I(−∞,0](s˜t)
=fupt (s˜t) · I[0,∞)(s˜t) + fdnt (s˜t) · I(−∞,0](s˜t)
=max{fupt (s˜t), fdnt (s˜t)}.
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